Description

Warenar real estate together with Studio Job will create a unique

To contrast the classical bricks Studio Job have created an organic

sculpted and casted polished bronze façade for PC Hooftstraat

element with casted red roses climbing up the façade and tumbling

45 in the museum district in Amsterdam. The façade will have hand

down from the window-sills. The hand sculpted, casted and

sculpted and painted casted roses climbing up the four story

individually hand painted red roses will be created in significant

building. The PC Hooftstraat is a symbol and celebration of luxury

detail to bring an eternal living element to the building, using the

and exuberance. The gleaming polished gold finish of the façade

classical idea in the fairy tale Sleeping Beauty.

will generate additional high end traffic to Rose House, similar to
Crystal Houses at PC Hooftstraat 94, another Warenar real estate

Studio Job have previously worked on large scale façades in

project.

Amsterdam and Rotterdam using casted concrete and corroded
iron. While designing the Rose House façade Job Smeets

Whilst made in completely polished casted bronze, Studio Jobs

explained: ”It’s about the beauty and tactility of the bricks. This

signature material, the nineteenth century façade retains delicacy

façade is the most attuned to our work and resembles a precious

through the textured bronze bricks blending into the original

piece of jewellery.”

brickwork and the vibrancy of the organic seeming red roses.
The traditional style of the building aligns perfectly with Studio

Rose House will add to Warenars’ ambition to transform the

Jobs way of working. The whole façade will be hand crafted in

PC Hooftstraat into one of the most luxurious streets in Europe.

their atelier in the Netherlands.
KEY NUMBERS

The motifs used in Rose House are core themes in Studio Job’s

Surface area 330 square meters with high ceilings.

artwork. The rose, the favourite flower of Job Smeets, has been

Ground floor 130 sq. m with a height of 5,25 m.

used in multiple forms throughout the studios work, from sculpture

Basement 120 sq. m with a height of 3,65 m.

in Miami to a symbolic form in the glasswork of the Jane

First floor 80 sq. m with a height of 4,45 m.

restaurant in Antwerp.
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